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The True Love Wedding Dress Dell
Most days Kathleen O'Leary is a penniless maid. But tonight she takes a risk
and masquerades as a glamorous heiress, thanks to a borrowed gown and
her friends' sense of adventure. To her surprise, the ruse succeeds—even
Dylan Kennedy, Chicago's most eligible bachelor, seems enraptured. But like
Kathleen, Dylan isn't who he says he is. And before their true identities can
be revealed to one another, fire erupts, sending rich and poor alike running
for their lives. Now, though virtually strangers, Kathleen and Dylan must
rely on each other for survival. And when the embers cool, they'll find that
the greatest risk has been to their hearts….
Simply Love Penguin
He Longed for... Race Spencer's gunslinging days are far behind him. He is now a rugged,
respectable rancher, but it's a solitary life. Then Fate leads Race to an earthbound angel—lost
and alone' the sole survivor of an outlaw attack—and even his hardened heart is moved. He
sweeps the ivory-skinned beauty into his arms and carries her away from danger. A Woman
to Cherish When innocent Rebecca Morgan wakes up in a stranger's embrace, her life has
been changed forever. Race's touch makes her blood sing and stirs up emotions in her she
never knew existed. But this man has a fearsome reputation. And though her life may depend
on him, can she trust him? Is it love she sees in her rescuer's dark eyes.? Race Spencer's
gunslinging days are far behind him. He is now a respectable racher, but it's a solitary life.
But then Fate lead Race to an earthbound angel—lost and alone, the sole survivor of an
outlaw attack—and even his hardened heart is moved. He sweeps the ivory-skinned beauty
into his arms and carries her away from danger. When innocent Rebecca Morgan wakes up
in a stranger's embrace, she knows her life has been changed forever. Though Race's touch
makes her blood sing and stirs up emotions in her she never kenw existed, she knows this man
has a fearsome reputation. And though her life may depend on him, she doesn't know if she
can trust him. Can it really be love she sees in her rescuer's dark eyes?
Gabriel's Bride Penguin
Even the hardest heart can be softened by love ... Cassandra Zerek is a true
innocent in a wild anddangerous place -- but her indomitable spirit and gentle soul
make her stronger than anyone suspects. The owner of a Colorado mining empire,
Luke Taggart's wealth and position can buy him anything, yet he has grown bored
with a life of saloons, gambling, and loose women. Nothing soothes his restless inner
yearning -- until he spies Cassandra, as fresh and pure as a spring morning, and
vows he will possess her. The radiant, charmingly naïve youngbeauty seems blind to
the depth of Luke's desire or the lengths he is willing to go to seduce her. But the
lady is wise, with an unwavering faith in the magical powers of love. And she's
determined to awaken the good man hiding in Luke's tormented heart, for only one
precious giftwill truly win her: his deep, passionate, and unsullied love.
Perfect Timing Penguin
In this passionately written historical romance, New York Times bestselling author Catherine Anderson portrays a
woman who would risk everything to protect her son—including her heart⋯ 1864, Colorado. Born and bred in
Boston, Laura Cheney was used to civilized society. She never dreamed she would wind up in the Colorado
wilderness with her newborn son—widowed and very much alone. But her fragile beauty and amber eyes hide a
spirit to be reckoned with—and a mother’s fierce protectiveness. When her son is kidnapped, Laura turns to a

man feared by many and trusted by few. Raised by the Cheyenne, Deke Sheridan is considered a renegade to his
own kind. But his steely reserve is no match for Laura’s intoxicating beauty. And to win her trust and devotion,
Deke will stop at nothing⋯

Always in My Heart Penguin
New York Times bestselling author Catherine Anderson presents the first novel in her Comache
series—a powerful historical romance about a man and a woman caught between two worlds…
Orphaned seven years ago after witnessing the brutal murder of her parents at the hands of the
Comanche people, golden-haired Loretta Simpson still lives in terror that the warriors will return—her
fear so powerful, she is no longer able to speak a word. Called the U.S. Army’s most cunning
adversary, Hunter of the Wolf believes that Loretta is the “honey-haired woman with no voice” of
ancient prophecy—the one he must honor for all eternity. But Loretta can only see Hunter as the
enemy who has stolen her, refusing to succumb to his control, or his touch. Despite the hatred
intensifying between their peoples, Loretta and Hunter gradually find their prejudices giving way to
respect, then flaring into feelings too dangerous to express. In the midst of such conflict, it will take
all the force of their extraordinary love to find a safe place...
Cheyenne Amber Lucky Penny
“Once upon a time there was a girl who was special. This is not her story. Unless you count the part
where I killed her.” Sixteen-year-old Alison wakes up in a mental institution. As she pieces her
memory back together, she realizes she’s confessed to murdering Tori Beaugrand, the most perfect
girl at school. But the case is a mystery. Tori’s body has not been found, and Alison can't explain
what happened. One minute she was fighting with Tori. The next moment Tori disintegrated—into
nothing. But that's impossible. No one is capable of making someone vanish. Right? Alison must be
losing her mind—like her mother always feared she would. For years Alison has tried to keep her
weird sensory abilities a secret. No one ever understood—until a mysterious visiting scientist takes an
interest in Alison’s case. Suddenly, Alison discovers that the world is wrong about her—and that
she’s capable of far more than anyone else would believe.
Cherish Penguin
Zach and Kody Grant come up with a scheme to bring their divorced parents, Ellie and Tucker, back
together--they will run away from home into the Oregon wilderness and stay there until their parents reunite
to bring them home.

Mulberry Moon Penguin
Wary of love after her failed first marriage, widow Kate Blakely nonetheless falls for her new
neighbor, Zachariah McGovern. Reissue.
Spring Forward Berkley
New York Times-bestselling author Anderson presents the beloved Coulter family in a novel that's "romantic
through and through" (Publishers Weekly). A long-ago barrel-racing accident has left Bethany confined to a
wheelchair. She has even accepted the possibility that she'll never be able to enjoy a healthy intimate
relationship--or have children of her own. But something about handsome Ryan Kendrick makes her believe
in lifelong, lasting love.love.
The Sins of Viscount Sutherland Penguin
The million-copy bestselling author of Wind of Promise and Annie Lash continues her breathtaking Wabash
River Trilogy with this second exciting novel set in Arkansas in 1819. Amy Deverell joins Rain Tallman as
he blazes new trails across the American frontier--and across her heart.

Make Mine a Bad Boy Penguin
From New York Times bestselling author Catherine Anderson comes the final novel in the
Comanche series—the poignant story of a fallen woman and the man who sees her pure heart...
Handsome, strong, and just a little bit dangerous, half-Comanche Chase Wolf is used to
getting what he wants. So when he sees Franny—a golden-haired angel with deep green eyes,
delicate features and the sweetest smile—he sets out to make her his. But far from the innocent
she seems, Franny is the local “unfortunate” who services men above the Lucky Nugget
saloon. The shocking truth sends Chase reeling... Long ago, circumstances forced Franny to
make a terrible choice in order to provide for those she holds most dear. Now she lives a
secret double life, respectable in one world, shunned in another, always fearful of discovery,
forever marked by shame. But Chase’s persistnet love for Franny knows no bounds. He
offers her a life she longs to claim and he won’t stop trying until her defenses have fallen, her
heart is healed, and their love has triumphed.

Texas Bride Berkley
After faking her own death to escape her abusive husband, Rainie Hall, armed with a new identity,
starts work on a horse ranch in Crystal Falls, Oregon, where she finds a safe haven in the arms of her
boss, Parker Harrigan. Original.
Sun Kissed Zondervan
Returning home to help her twin sister run the family ranch, Jenny Skye, who has no desire to
be a cowgirl or to stay in one place too long, starts to change her mind when she meets the
town's sexy new veterinarian. Original. 25,000 first printing.
Bright Eyes Berkley
HE MAY BE HER ONLY HOPE. SHE MAY BE HIS LAST CHANCE. Miranda Wentworth never
imagined becoming a mail-order bride. Now marriage to a stranger is her only hope of finding a
home where she and her two younger brothers can escape the brutality of the Chicago orphanage
where they live. With any luck, she can even start a family of her own, once the three of them are
settled at Jacob Creed’s Texas ranch. But Miranda has one gigantic concern: Her husband-to-be
knows nothing about the brothers she’s bringing along. What if he calls off the deal when he
discovers the trick she’s played on him? Jake Creed is hanging on to his Texas ranch by his
fingernails. His nemesis, Alexander Blackthorne, is determined to ruin him. Jake will never give up,
but he’s in desperate trouble. His wife died six months ago in childbirth, along with their stillborn
son, and his two-year-old daughter needs a mother. The advertisement Jake wrote never mentioned
his daughter—or the fact that he has no intention of consummating his marriage. He’s determined
never to subject another wife to the burden of pregnancy. But Jake doesn’t count on finding his bride
so desirable. He doesn’t count on aching with need when she joins him in bed. And he never
suspected his bride would have plans of her own to seduce him. This ebook edition contains an
excerpt from Blackthorne's Bride. The passionate Westerns in Joan Johnston’s Bitter Creek series
can be enjoyed together or separately, in any order: TEXAS BRIDE • WYOMING BRIDE •
MONTANA BRIDE • SINFUL • SHAMELESS • BLACKTHORNE’S BRIDE • SULLIVAN’S
PROMISE
Annie's Song Penguin
Amy Masters flees Texas for the golden hills of Oregon, but can never forget Swift Antelope, the Comanche
warrior-turned-gunslinger who captured her heart. Reissue.
Harper Collins
When Colorado marshal David Paxton gets a letter from Brianna O'Keefe, a stranger claiming to be his wife,
pleading with him to come for her and his daughter, he dutifully responds and is saddled with a ready-made
family.
Read Pink Lucky Penny Harper Collins
New York Times bestselling author Catherine Anderson lights up the Old West with a tale of love,
danger, and redemption featuring the ancestors of her beloved Coulter family. After breaking off
their engagement, Eden Paxton's fiance spreads so many rumors about her that she is forced to leave
San Francisco. Her pride bruised, an angry Eden heads for the wilds of Colorado to live with her half
brothers. But murderous outlaws cut the trip short when they kidnap her, intending to sell her across
the Mexican border. Ever since a gang murdered his wife, Matthew Coulter cannot see a woman
being mistreated without vowing to rescue her—and exacting vengeance against the evildoers. So
when he spots Eden with the ruffians, Matthew takes fierce, focused action to save her. As Eden and
Matthew run for their lives, she recognizes a kind heart beneath Matthew's rugged exterior. But she
wonders which will win out: his obsession with revenge—or their growing passion for each other.
The Mistress Penguin
When Colorado marshal David Paxton gets a letter from a stranger claiming to be his wife and pleading with
him to come for her and his daughter, he dutifully responds and is saddled with a ready-made family.

Comanche Moon Harper Collins
Trapped by duty -- and the demands of his cruel,unyielding father -- Lord Gabriel Sinclair,
the dark and moody Earl of Wakefield, is being forced to find a bride. But Gabriel plans an
exquisite revenge on his cold-hearted parent: wedding the sultry, low-born Yankee wench
who tried to steal his watch. Ragged and beautiful Cassie McClellan is desperate to escape
her life of poverty -- and, therefore, willingly accepts the handsome, arrogant aristocrat's offer
of marriage in name only. But neither is prepared for the awakening passions that will bind
their fragile, damaged hearts -- or the blistering, sensual need that comples them both to
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surrender body and soul.
Ultraviolet Harper Collins
Three days after arriving in Galveston, newly widowed Sage McMurray finds herself taken
hostage in a robbery. She fears she may never see Whispering Mountain again when the
outlaws decide to auction their pretty captive off to the highest bidder, until a tall stranger
offers twice the highest bid.
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